CSCI 3130
Summer 2011

Project Presentation and Demo

Each group is to give a 25 minute Presentation and Demo consisting of three parts:

1. A short PowerPoint overview of your project including the project goals, main requirements, high-level architecture, response to the change request, and describe any particular challenges you faced and how you resolved them. Be concise! Use lists and pictures/diagrams. Avoid using too many words on each slide. (~8 minutes)

2. A demo of your running system. Lead the audience through two or three of the main uses cases. (~10 minutes)

3. A question and answer period. Have all of your documents, your code repository, and meeting notes available for display. A typical question will ask you to trace a requirement from the Project Charter, to the SRS, through the test cases, into the code, and to its correspondence in the running system. BE READY! (~7 minutes)

Please be sure to complete parts 1 and 2 in 18 minutes to leave time for questions. Note that I will stop you when 18 minutes is over. Please have all your materials arranged in a well structured way on a memory stick to assist in quickly accessing material.

All team members must participate in the presentation in order to receive credit for this milestone (worth 10% of the term).

Email me with your preference for demoing on July 26th or 28th (3 will be completed on the 26th, 2 on the 28th). The remaining project deliverables for the final milestone (worth 20% for the term, detailed in initial project details document) are due on July 29th at 3pm.